Abstract: For real-time stereo vision system, this paper analyzes the parallax generation mechanism of the virtual camera imaging; it presents projection transform of binocular images in single camera space. At the same time it changes the control depth perception by introducing camera wheelbase into bending deformation of the object, which can ensure the continuity of non-uniform compression ratio. The method is simple and flexible. The experimental results show that the depth mapping method will not visually produce distortion,which can effectively improve the quality of image. This method is a 3D graphics development for virtual reality and real-time game rendering, and it can be applied to 3D computer animation. When rendering stereo image, it can use this method to control the depth, which can reduce the amount of complicated work in post-production.
INTRODUCTION
Binocular stereo imaging technique can make the person produce stronger depth perception which can bring more realistic visual experience. Hence it is applied in many games, virtual reality production, film and other areas. In recent years, the stereo imaging technology has rapidly developed, but it still faces many challenges. One of the most critical problem is the long-term viewing 3D images will bring visual discomfort or fatigue, which is also the major factor restricting the development of stereoscopic film and game industry [1] [2] [3] [4] .
There are many factors tha cause visual fatigue, but a large number of research point that greater perceived depth range is one of the main reasons causing visual discomfort and visual fatigue [5] [6] [7] . When watching the stereoscopic images, there is a suitable depth range, as Fig. (1) shown. When the perceived depth is beyond this range, it will cause visual fatigue due to the conflict betiten human eye accommodation and binocular convergence [1, 6] . Depth perception is related to binocular image disparity; therefore it can adjust the horizontal parallax of binocular image to control depth of scene perception within a suitable range, which is also known as a depth map [7, 8] .
When adjusting the image disparity, it can directly adjust the two camera positions and parameters in the filming process, and it can also be adjusted by post processing. In the 3D film production, it often combines two ways [1] . In many real-time software systems (such as games, virtual reality and so on), it can only real-time adjust double camera parameters (such as the focal length, axial spacing) to compress depth perception [9, 10] . Compressing sensing depth can reduce the visual discomfort, but it also can make the objects deformation in the scene (objects tend be to flat) [7, 11] . In order to reduce the contradiction betiten the two, a compromise is as far as possible keeping an important part of virtual scene intact [7] .
For real-time stereo vision system, based on the projection transformation of virtual camera, this paper analyzes generation of image parallax and presents a simple, convenient depth mapping method. The method changes the image disparity through the object prior coordinate transformation, no need to change the camera's wheelbase at any time. The method can carry out continuous inhomogeneous depth mapping for the objects in the scene, using general mapping depth of virtual scene as restrictive conditions, it adopts different compression ratio for different parts to achieve a smooth depth compression, which can reduce the influence of depth compression on deformation.
RELEVANT WORKING
Binocular stereo display is the simulation of the human stereo vision formation mechanism [12] . People have done more research on the generation mechanism of visual fatigue [3, 6, [13] [14] [15] . A common view is: the human eye adjustment and convergence is a tightly coupling, but when watching the stereoscopic images, it will lead to the separation of adjustment and convergence. Large regulation conflicts cause visual discomfort or fatigue [13, 14] . Patterson suggested in the production of stereo image, perceived depth should be limited within DOF (Depth of Field) [2] . Speranza and Wopking think the disparity threshold of suitable depth perception is about 1 degree [4, 5] . From the adjusting convergence conflict and DOF perspective, in the shooting, if important content is put in the middle position on the screen (parallax is close to 0), it can further reduce the visual fatigue [1, 7] . Based on this idea, this paper gives the non continuous uniform depth mapping method, the contents near the screen remains smaller compression ratio.
It can be divided into two categories of methods for depth perception control: one is the method based on image synthesis; the other is to adjust the camera g wheelbase, focal length.
Based on original image, image synthesis produces binocular image which meets the new view point or a certain disparity, and computer vision theory provides a poitrful tool for this kind of method [16] . The classical method is using the depth map to calculate parallax, and then through the translation deformations of local image or the view interpolation, forming parallax images [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The depth information can be calculated from the left and right eye image disparity, and it also can obtain using the depth record camera [22, 23] . A key problem of these methods encounter is as follows: it will exposure rear object originally in the change of disparity, thus forming the image empty, and empty redraw is still a challenging task. Another image synthesis method uses image deformation [24] [25] [26] [27] . It avoids the production of image cavities, but it will image distortion. Experiments description of Kooi and Toet: non matching images will cause visual fatigue.
Image synthesis is mainly applied to the post processing of stereo image, sometimes it needs the help of complex manual operation, so it is difficult to be used in real-time rendering system. By adjusting the parameters of the camera in the shooting to achieve depth mapping is another method of optional. In order to reduce the workload of photographer, Zilly and Heinzle respectively develop the camera assisted automatic adjustment system, and it can real-time analyze the scene depth, camera focal plane, and adjust the parameters of the camera according to the requirement of shooting [28] [29] [30] . The control system is mainly used in practical camera. According to the real-time stereo vision system, Holliman and Oskam give depth mapping method of real time controlling the virtual camera [7, 8, 10] . In order to reduce the deformation of important contents, Holliman divide the scene into a plurality of regions, different regions use different compression ratio, but the compression ratio in different regions is not continuous [7, 8] . In order to reduce the visual defect due to deformation, Sun gives a method of changing the depth compression rate according to general scene depth range, but when the camera moves it can lead to mutations in the depth range, and depth perception can occur mutation [9] . To solve this problem, Oskam has given a method of linear changing depth perception with time [10] . These non uniform depth compression methods are the segmented compression, and they use the same camera parameters at the same depth section. So there will be a catastrophe of compression deformation.
For real-time stereo vision system, based on the projection transformation of virtual camera, this paper analyzes generation of image parallax and gives a simple, convenient depth mapping method. This paper uses configuration parameters of the dual camera, in a single camera space, by using coordinate transformation generating binocular image. Parallax adjustment is changed into model vertex shift, which solves discontinuous problems in section compression.
A SMOOTH NON UNIFORM MAPPING

Projection Transformation of Binocular image
Because the horizontal deviation of stereo image is related to wheelbase of left and right camera and the deviation is a linear with the wheelbase. So the disparity calculation can be included in projection matrix. This paper uses projection matrix OpenGL as an example to derive the projection matrix of left and the right eye image. As shown in Fig. (2a) , it sets an intermediate camera in the middle position of left and right eye camera mid C , the distance of focal plane from the camera is F ; camera wheelbase is s ; h is the absolute offset of left camera relative to the right camera; d is level absolute deviation of vertex V relative to camera's projection. Fig. (1) . The comfort zone of binocular viewing (the diagram is reference [1, 25] ).
By the triangle geometry:
The viewing frustum of upper and loitr boundary for camera C mid is t and b ; the left and righ boundary are l and r ; far and near clipping plane are ! f and !n . According to Fig. (2b) , in the C mid coordinate space it can get the projection coordinates of V point in the X direction. Point coordinates corresponding to x on the left eye image is x l = x m + h ! d . When the V is after the focal plane, the value of h ! d is negative, which means the eye image shifts left relative to the center camera image, finally it will form the positive parallax. On the contrary, when the V is before focus plane, the value of h ! d is negative, which means the eye image shifts right relative to the center camera image, finally it will form the negative parallax. Put the formulas (1), (2) and (3) Similarly, it can calculate the projection matrix of the right eye C rpoj .
Depth Compression
Depth of compression will make the object deformation (tend to flat). According to Fig. (1) , it know that the depth is the most appropriate near the screen position, human vision will pay more attention to the regions of the scene. So in order to reduce the defect caused by the deformation, it use non-uniform depth mapping to compress object of camera focusing planar at a given smaller ratio, and Fig. (3) shows the object far from the focus plane with big compression ratio.
According to the total limit depth perception and compression ratio, it can calculate the camera wheelbase of shooting scene at far, near clipping plane and the focal plane [7, 30] . Assuming camera wheelbase is 
Input the formula (7) into formula (4), and convert it into a normalized device coordinates.
This is a nonlinear transform relationship, it is impossible to directly use matrix to transform. Before projection the vertex V (x, y, z,1) should contain 2 z . it define a simple vector operation ⊗ to do coordinate transform on the vertices. Operational rules of ⊗ are as follows: Fig. (3) . Object deformation of non-uniform depth compression.
Assuming a given transformation vector is L ( A, B,C) , using formula (8) to do coordinate transform on vertices V , then using c s s = to do transform on projection matrix, so the equipment specification binocular image coordinates can be obtained, the transformation is:
Where V clip is the norms equipment coordinate after transformation, M proj is projection matrix of binocular image, 
here it need to determine the vector L( A, B,C) . If the transform vector corresponding to the left eye image is
then combined with equation 8, it can obtain A l , B l and C l .
Similarly, it can get the transform vector of right eye image L r ( A r , B r ,C r ) . The projection of left and right eye image can be expressed as:
Thus, in the generation of stereo image rendering process, it specify the boundary coordinates the camera of frustum ( f ,n,t,!t,!r,r) and the focus plane distance F . According 
Analysis
Stereoscopic image generating method is based on single camera space, by using the projection matrix respectively generating left and right images, it is simple than double camera. In fact, the matrix in formula (1) can be further separated into two matrix multiplication: . (13) The first matrix M cproj is standard projection matrix in OpenGL, the second matrix M lpar is used to generate image horizontal parallax. Similarly it can calculate the disparity matrix of right eye M rpar . (14) M lpar and M rpar are shear transformation matrix. Therefore, the formation of binocular images can be vieitd as the shear transformation in single camera space, and then the conventional projection, finally it can see that shear transformation is symmetric.
⊗ operation is a nonlinear transformation, through the transformation, it can change the size of right and left eyes image parallax and realize the depth mapping. ⊗ transformation is bending deformation on the z axis. In the example given in this paper, the wheelbase is linear variation with depth z , so the model deformation curve is
So the drawing process of the whole stereo image can also be understood as: first performed bending deformation on the model, then shear transformation, finally the projection imaging. Binoculars bending deformation is symmetric, L l = ( A, B,C) and L r = (! A,! B,!C) .
EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
In Fig. (5) , it uses the results of depth map that can be seen the stereo effect by using red-green glasses, the left is picture before compression, the right is result after compression. In Fig. (5a) , the front of red ball and the green ball are in focus plane nearby, so the depth changes are small, but with the increases of compression ratio, the last side of the ball tends to move forward; In the left diagram of Fig. (5b) , the flying eagles because too large disparity, it produces diplopic phenomenon (binocular rivalry), it will disappear after compression, but the nearby dinosaurs in the focusing plane do not happen too much change.
As previously mentioned, it are through the bending deformation on the scene to adjust parallax, then along the line of sight to place narrow object, whether or not to see the object bending phenomenon after depth mapping. Fig. (6) shows the results of a long drawn cuboids monocular observations can see cuboids have bent, but in the case of stereoscopic observation but do not see curved phenomenon. This is because in the acquisition of binocular image, corresponding to the two eyes of deformation object is smooth symmetry, and only in the horizontal direction bending, in the binocular observation, this bending only reflects the continuous change of parallax. Therefore, the use of smoothing it give non-uniform depth mapping method, the shape of the object in addition to generate depth decreases, the deformation will not produce the other direction.
Unlike other piecewise inhomogeneous compression method, the given smooth variable proportion depth compression method does not require section to obtain scene images, so the implementation is more convenient [7, 8, 10] . This paper only gives the examples of camera wheelbase linearly varies along the depth, for the nonlinear complicated situations it can realize, it only need to compute the vector L of bending transformation, this calculation is very easy to implement, but L may be a more than three dimensional vector, then it can redefine " ⊗ " operation.
SUMMARY
In order to reduce visual fatigue caused by excessive horizontal disparity in stereo images, this paper investigates the real-time rendering of stereo vision system, and presents a non-uniform depth compression method. In the single camera space, the method can not only generate binocular image through the coordinate transformation, but also go through coordinate transformation to control the horizontal parallax. In order to reduce model deformation flaws caused by the depth of compression, the objects of different depth region carries out different compression ratio, and the camera wheelbase is expresses as continuous function for depth, it can go through the camera wheelbase to derive the coordinate transformation of binocular image in a single camera space, so as to ensure the continuous change of the compression ratio. The experimental results show that this method can effectively improve the quality of stereo image, which is not only simple and effective, but also can be applied in game, virtual reality and other real-time stereo vision system. 
